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Pillin: Rain Songs
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Rain Songs
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~y WILLIAM PILLIN
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Sky.fire, white.cloud,
when' will the rains come?
Aspens bellt in the glad wind,
when will the rains come?'
But1terfly, blue.wing,
When will the rains come 11
Lemon-p,etal, sun-flower,
whenJ will the rains come?
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Hear the laughter in the sky,
drum laughter shaking
the dawn folk,
sky laughter
waking
,
the prairie folk,
the sun folk.
The [faitIs are coming.'
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Here cqmes the rain mother,
broken rainbow' in. her hair;
here comes the rain father,
silver lightning 'in his hands,
bringing the rains.
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Over' clear peaks an eagle flying,
strong winds flapping northward,
the rains have come.
Hunter with sear«hing eyes
snapping taut thongs,
hear the cracIp.ing· branches;
thebea.r is roaring,
hear thel buffalo thunder,
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hear the shrill whistle,
the rains have come.
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Bees pluck corn honey
in tassels of blue corn,
red corn,
white corn,
after the rains.
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Water shining
on the fields,
water shining
on the boughs,
clear water
in the stream,
after the rains.
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Heart and.Mind
By ALICE GILL BENTON
Children and home, friendship and all sweet ties,
That fill the heart's content to overflowing; .
Sunsets and stars, bird songs and April skies,
With spring's' recurring charm of green things growing;
These are eartn's offerings that so well beguile
Us-the near, dear things, that beautify our ways~
Mist on the mountain or·a baby's smi~e
Ar, joy's own alchemy for dreary days.

Yeij~,life is mor'e than these. The hungry mind
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Goes searching for the mystery beyond
All breath and beauty-for the power behind
The sunrise or the brake fern's curling frond;
Reaching through all the near, dear things that are,
To grasp a future world, a farther star.
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